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Abstract
Introduction: Immersive virtual reality (IVR)-based training is gaining ground as an educational tool in healthcare. When combined
with well-established educational methods, IVR can potentially increase competency and autonomy in ultrasound (US)-guided
peripheral venous cannulation.
The aim of this study was to examine the impact of adding IVR training to a course in US-guided peripheral venous cannulation.

Methods: Medical students (n=19) from the University of Southern Denmark with no former standardized US education were
recruited to voluntarily participate in a pilot study, designed as a randomized controlled trial. The primary outcome was the proportion
of successful peripheral venous cannulations on a phantom. Secondary outcomes included the proportion of surface punctures on
the phantom and procedure time. Participants received e-learning on the basic US before randomization to either IVR (n=10) or no
further training (n=9). The additional IVR training comprised 10 virtual scenarios for US-guided peripheral venous catheter (PVC)
placement. Students were subsequently evaluated in peripheral venous cannulation by a blinded assessor.

Results: The proportion of successful peripheral venous cannulations was significantly higher in the IVR group (P� .001). The
proportions of successful cannulations were significantly higher in the IVR group compared to the control group for the 1st and 2nd
PVC (P= .011, P= .023), but not for the 3rd PVC (P= .087). Similar results were found for the proportion of surface punctures (1st:
P� .001, 2nd: P= .001, and 3rd: P= .114). No significant differences in procedure times were found between the groups.

Conclusion: This pilot study showed that adding an IVR-based training simulation to an existing e-learning curriculum significantly
increased the learning efficacy of US-guided PVC placement for medical students.

Abbreviations: CI= confidence interval, IVR= immersive virtual reality,PVC=peripheral venouscatheter,QQ=quantile-quantile,SDU
= University of Southern Denmark, US = ultrasound, USGIVA = Ultrasound Guided Intravenous Access, VR = virtual reality.
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1. Introduction

Mastering the skill of peripheral venous cannulation is essential
across several medical specialties and professions.[1,2] Peripheral
venous catheters (PVC) are used for several medical interven-
tions, including the intravenous administration of drugs, saline or
glucose, and for blood transfusions.[3]

However, the procedure for peripheral venous cannulation can
be complicated by numerous factors such as obesity, dehydration,
hypovolemia, and hematologic diseases.[4] Multiple attempts at
cannulationmay cause patients discomfort and increase the risk of
complications such as phlebitis and subcutaneous infections.[5,6]

In some cases, clinicians are forced to use less optimal solutions (eg,
central venous catheters or intraosseous access) for intravenous
access.[7]

Ultrasound (US) guidance could increase the success rates of
healthcare workers in placing PVCs. Using high-frequency US
waves, US provides the healthcare worker with real-time images
of the scanned tissue, including veins, tendons, and muscles.[8–10]

Studies have shown that US-guided PVC placement enables the
visualization of non-visible or palpable veins in patients with
difficult intravenous access, increases success rates and patient
satisfaction, and requires less time to perform, and fewer vein
punctures.[2,11,12]

Several studies on US-guided PVC placement training have
reported positive results: a randomized crossover study by Vitto
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Table 1

Baseline characteristics for the 2 groups.

Intervention group
(n=10)

Control group
(n=9)

Sex
Men 3 5
Women 7 4 (3)

∗

Age in years
21–25 6 8
26–30 4 0
31–35 0 1

Handedness
Right 9 8
Left 1 1

Semester (from beginning)
5th 1 1
6th 5 5
7th 0 1
8th 1 0
9th 1 1
10th 1 1
11th 1 0

∗
Data points for procedure time for the 3rd peripheral venous catheter were excluded for 1 participant

in the control group because the participant did not reach this task within the time frame (15minutes
for 3) and could not be assessed in it.
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et al founda100%success rate formedical students (n=122)using
US-guidance for PVC placement compared to a 56% success rate
for traditional PVC placement after two 30-minute lectures on
standard and US-guided peripheral venous cannulation, respec-
tively.[13] Furthermore, the average number of attempts to obtain
venous access was significantly lower for the US-guided group
(1.31 vs 2.16, P< .001). Similarly, McCarthy et al found a higher
success rate for PVC placement in emergency department patients
with moderate or difficult intravenous access when technicians
used US guidance compared to a traditional landmark method
(81.2% vs 71.4% and 81.6% vs 35.1%, respectively).[12]

US-guided peripheral venous cannulation may be useful for a
high percentage of healthcare staff, but developing competency
requires practice and supervision. Unfortunately, no consensus
has been reached on either the best educational methods or the
ideal setup for courses in US guidance.[14–17]

Virtual reality (VR)-based training is gaining ground as an
educational tool in the medical field.[18–20] In immersive VR
(IVR), the user wears a headset and is placed in a simulated
virtual environment, where either controllers or hand-tracking is
used to create an interactive environment. The immersive setup
provides a content-rich experience that can improve user
engagement and thus, the training outcome.[21] IVR can be used
to practice procedures and develop practical competencies in safe
and controlled environments.
In a cross-sectional study, Adhikari et al investigated simulation

training and US-guided PVC placement and found that all
participating emergency department nurses (n=40) demonstrated
competency in performing the procedure on a human model
and a Blue Phantom model.[22] After the training, 98% of the
participants indicated that they preferred real-time US guidance
over the static approach, and 92% agreed that the simulation
training was adequate to learn the procedure. In a randomized
controlled trial, İsmailo�glu et al investigated the effect of having
nursing students practice intravenous catheterization skills using a
virtual haptic device compared to video-assisted teaching and
found no significant difference in post-test or self-confidence
scores, but the students in the virtual simulator-group scored
higher on psychomotor skills.[23] These results suggest that
simulation-based training could serve as an educational tool for
US-guided PVC placement. Adding the immersive element of IVR
to existing educational material could increase users’ competency
and autonomy even further with regard to US-guided peripheral
venous cannulation before the procedure is applied to patients.
The aim of the studywas to examine the impact that adding IVR

training toa course inUS-guidedperipheral venous cannulation for
medical students had on the proportion of successful PVC
placements, surface punctures, and procedure time. The primary
outcome was the proportion of successful cannulations in the
phantom. The secondary outcomes were procedure time for the
US-guided PVC placement, divided into prescan and tip tracking
times, and the proportion of surface punctures on the phantom
correlated to the proportion of successful cannulations.
2. Methods

This double blinded, explorative pilot study was designed as a
randomized controlled trial. Participants (n=19) were medical
students from the University of Southern Denmark (SDU)
enrolled in the 5th to 11th semester (3rd to 6th year), 10 of
which were enrolled in their 6th semester. Baseline characteristics
for the participants are shown in Table 1.
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Students were recruited to voluntarily participate through a
written invitation shared on an internal communication platform
for medical students. To meet the inclusion criterion, students
had to have passed a practical exam in their 4th semester that
included a short course in PVC placement. To minimize the risk
of confounding, the students who had formerly received any
standardized US education would be excluded. All participants
were informed about the purpose of the study and they signed a
consent form before the study began.
2.1. Randomization

Each participant picked an envelope containing a number: 1 for
the IVR group or 2 for the control group. The allocation ratio for
the groups was approximately 1:1, which resulted in 10
participants for the IVR group and 9 for the control group.
The assessor who collected data was blinded, and all participants
were instructed not to reveal to which group they had been
assigned. All participants went through the learning material and
the assessment described below on an individual basis.
2.2. Training videos

To introduce US-guided PVC placement, all the participants
individuallywatched 2 videos and read an accompanying textwith
images on a laptop (IBM) in a small, 3�3 meter classroom. The
first video showed an instructor scanning the aorta of a patient
while introducing the US probe, positioning of the patient, and
optimization of the US image (5minutes) and the accompanying
text described basic knobology and the algorithm for PVC
placement.[24] The second video described and demonstrated how
toperformUS-guidedPVCplacementonapatient using theout-of-
plane technique and tip tracking (3minutes, 12seconds).[25] The
participants in the control group received no further training on
US-guided PVC placement and directly to the assessment (see
below). The flow of the study is presented in Figure 1.



Figure 1. Flowchart of the US course. US=ultrasound, VR=virtual reality,
USGIVA=Ultrasound Guided Intravenous Access.
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2.3. Intervention

After studying the material described above, the IVR group
proceeded to IVR training one by one. Each participant wore a
head-mounted device to access the simulation and interacted with
it using 2 controllers. A VR-ready computer (specifications: i7-
6800K, 64GB RAM, GTX 1080 8GB) was used to run the IVR
simulator (HTC Vive System, Taipei, Taiwan; VR USGIVA 1.0
VitaSim, Odense, Denmark). The purpose of the simulation was
to give the participant practice with tip tracking and thereby
improve competency in this specific skill. The virtual environment
consisted of a basic room containing only a US machine, a table,
and a screen for instructions. Participants watched a short
tutorial slideshow that introduced them to the controls, the task,
and the tip tracking exercise.
The tactile aspect of PVC placement was simulated using 2 VR

controllers and a physical table as a firm surface. One controller
was used as a US transducer and the other to hold and operate the
PVC. The participants were shown pictures of how to hold the
controller in their dominant hand to obtain the best and most
realistic usage when practicing PVC placement: The grip on the
controller was pointed forward and the user held the controller in
the base of the hand. This enabled the participant to pick up the
virtual PVC at the tip of the controller to place the PVC.
The virtual PVC placement training included 10 short virtual

scenarios lasting approximately 20minutes in total. The aim of
each scenario was to have the student place a PVC in a deep vein
that was only visible using the US. The participants were
instructed to make a cross-sectional scanning plane and use tip
tracking. No phantoms were used in the simulation; however, a
physical table was placed in front of the participants and its
height was aligned with the virtual phantom which the
participants scanned in IVR. This was done to simulate the
physical feel of a firm, scannable surface. During scanning, a US
image would appear on the virtual US machine and the
participants would attempt to place the PVC inside the simulated
vein using tip tracking. When satisfied with the position of the
PVC, the participants would press an “evaluate position” button
inside IVR and receive feedback on whether the PVC had been
correctly placed before they moved on to the next scenario. A test
conductor noted the time each participant spent in IVR and any
technical problems that had arisen.
All 10 scenarios were similarly structured but they increased in

difficulty, with the size of the vessel decreasing while its depth
increased. The setup for the intervention is shown in Figure 2.

2.4. Assessment

All participants were subsequently assessed during a task in
which they had to place up to 3 PVCs into a phantom using US
guidance. Regardless of their assigned group, the participants had
15minutes to cannulate the vessels in the phantom. To imitate
veins, a modified version of Rippey et al phantom with chicken
meat and water-filled balloons was used.[26] The setup for the
assessment is illustrated in Figure 3.
An attempt was deemed successful when the catheter tip was

placed correctly and sufficiently inside the “vein” of the phantom.
To increase the difficulty of the task, the sizes of the PVCs were
increased. The 3 PVCs (B. Braun, Melsungen, Germany)
used were 18G, 16G, and 14G. Scanning was performed using
a small hand-held US scanner (Lumify, Philips, Amsterdam,
Netherlands) with an Android-based Galaxy Tab A tablet
(Samsung, Seoul, South Korea).
3

The participants were allowed to progress to the next PVC
once they were satisfied with the placement of the current one.
Theywere not allowed to go back to a PVC after they had deemed
it successful. A blinded assessor evaluated the cannulation
attempts when the participants had finished placing all 3 PVCs.
To ensure a similar level of difficulty for each participant, the
balloons that formed the phantom’s “veins” were changed and
the new balloons were placed in pre-made indentations. This gave
the assessor the opportunity to assess all cannulation attempts
and collect the following data: scanning time before each PVC

http://www.md-journal.com


Figure 2. Setup of the IVR training for the intervention group. The left image shows the VR scenario that the participant in the right image is performing. IVR=
immersive virtual reality, VR=virtual reality.
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insertion, number of surface punctures in the phantom, vessel
punctures in the phantom, time used for US tip tracking, and
number of successful cannulations. The numbers of successful
cannulations and surface punctures were converted to propor-
tions, the former describing the number of assessor-approved
cannulations and the latter, the number of surface punctures
correlated with successful cannulations.
Participants received no guidance or feedback on the placement

until after the assessment so that they would not know during the
task whether they had placed the PVCs correctly.
2.5. Power calculation

The power calculation for this study showed that 8 participants
per group were needed to show a significant difference in the
results of the study. An unpublished master thesis on the effect of
IVR for basic US skill acquisition for medical studentsfound a
10% difference in the final score between the study groups (E.Q.
Kristensen, MD, unpublished data, January 2019). This differ-
ence, a standard deviation of 7%, and a power of 80% were
Figure 3. Setup of the assessment. A participant is performing US-guided
PVC placement on the phantom. US=ultrasound, PVC=peripheral venous
catheter.

4

applied to a standard power calculation to estimate the sample
size.
Data were analyzed using Stata IC version 16.0 (StataCorp

LLC, Texas, USA). Results were collected as numerical or binary
(yes/no) data. Means and standard deviations were calculated as
descriptive parameters.
Quantile-quantile (QQ)-plots and Shapiro–Wilk test were used

to test for normal distribution. Fisher exact test was used to test
statistical significance for successful cannulations and surface
punctures of the phantom. The Wilson score interval was used to
calculate 95% confidence intervals for both types of proportions.
Two-sample t tests were used for procedure time. The number of
successful cannulations was summarized as frequencies, and
absolute proportions between the 2 groups were calculated and
compared. A P value<.05was considered statistically significant.
The study was conducted in accordance with the Helsinki

Declaration. No ethical approval was needed due to the study’s
educational focus. Informed consent was obtained from all
participants prior to data collection.
3. Results

The data were collected at SDU inOdense, Denmark onMarch 5,
2019. All 19 participants completed the course, with 10
participants in the IVR group and 9 in the control group.
All of the participants’ data were used, except for 1 data point

regarding the 3rd PVC of a participant from the control group.
This data point was excluded because the participant failed to
perform this attempt within the predefined 15-minute time frame.
Hence, only 8 out of 9 observations were used for the 3rd PVC in
the control group.
The proportion of successful peripheral venous cannulations

for the IVR group was 22 out of 30 (73%). For the control group,
6 out of 27 (22%) cannulations were successful. Thus, an
absolute difference of 51% in the total amount of successful
cannulations was found between the 2 groups. The proportion of
successful cannulations was significantly higher for the IVR
group (P� .001).



Table 2

Results of Fisher exact tests for the proportion of successful cannulations and surface punctures.

Parameters Results for intervention group Results for control group Absolute difference P value

Successful cannulations
Cannula 1 [95% CI] 10/10 (100%) [0.72; 1] 4/9 (44.4%) [0.19; 0.73] 55.6% .011
Cannula 2 [95% CI] 8/10 (80%) [0.49; 0.94] 2/9 (22.2%) [0.06; 0.55] 57.8% .023
Cannula 3 [95% CI] 4/10 (40%) [0.17; 0.69] 0/9 (0%) [0.0; 0.29] 40% .087
Total [95% CI] 22/30 (73.3%) [0.56; 0.86] 6/27 (22.2%) [0.11; 0.41] 51.1% <.001

Surface punctures
Cannula 1 [95% CI] 10/12 (83.3%) [0.55; 0.95] 4/23 (17.4%) [0.07; 0.37] 65.9% <.001
Cannula 2 [95% CI] 8/13 (61.5%) [0.36; 0.82] 2/23 (8.7%) [0.02; 0.27] 52.8% .001
Cannula 3 [95% CI] 4/14 (28.6%) [0.12; 0.55] 0/10 (0%) [0.0; 0.28] 28.6% .114
Total [95% CI] 22/39 (56.4%) [0.41; 0.71] 6/56 (10.7%) [0.05; 0.22] 45.7% <.001

For “Successful cannulations,” the numerator is the absolute number of successful cannulations and the denominator is the highest possible number. For “Surface punctures,” the numerator indicates the number
of surface punctures compared to successful cannulations and the denominator is the total number. Proportions are given in round brackets. 95% confidence intervals from 0 to 1 are given in square brackets. The
1st and 2nd peripheral venous catheter and total are significant for both the proportion of successful cannulations and surface punctures.
CI= confidence interval.

Figure 4. Bar diagram on procedure times. 95% confidence intervals are
stated in square brackets. No significant difference was found between the
groups. PVC=peripheral venous catheter, IVR= immersive virtual reality.
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For the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd PVC, the proportions of successful
peripheral venous cannulations in the IVR group were (100%), 8
out of 10 (80%), and 4 out of 10 (40%), respectively, compared
to 4 out of 9 (44%), 2 out of 9 (22%), and 0 out of 9 (0%) for the
control group. The percentage-wise absolute differences in
successful cannulations between the groups were 56% for the
1st PVC, 58% for the 2nd PVC, and 40% for the 3rd PVC.
Furthermore, the proportion of successful cannulations was
significantly higher in the IVR group compared to the control
group for the 1st and 2nd PVC (P= .011, P= .023), but not for
the 3rd PVC (P= .087). The results are shown in Table 2.
The proportion of surface punctures compared to successful

cannulations for the IVR group was 10 out of 12 (83%), 8 out of
13 (62%), and 4 out of 14 (29%) for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd PVC,
respectively, and 22 out of 39 (56%) in total. In other words,
83% of the surface punctures for the 1st PVC in the IVR group
were correlated with a successful cannulation. For this study,
surface punctures were defined as the instance when the needle tip
of the PVC penetrated the surface of the phantom, but not the
vein inside the phantom.
For the control group, the proportions were 4 out of 23 (17%),

2 out of 23 (9%), and 0 out of 10 (0%) for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
PVC, respectively, and 6 out of 56 (11%) in total. The
percentage-wise absolute differences in surface punctures
between the groups were 66%, 53%, and 29% for the 1st,
2nd, and 3rd PVC, respectively, while 46% in the total amount of
surface punctures.
Significant differences between the groups were found for the

1st and 2nd PVC (P� .001 and P� .001, respectively), but not for
the 3rd (P= .114). Overall, the proportion of surface punctures
was significantly lower in the IVR group compared to the control
group (P� .001). The results are shown in Table 2.
Data for procedure times were considered normally distributed

as points from the 12 different QQ-plots formed roughly straight
lines and Shapiro–Wilk test was non-significant (P> .05). The
only exception was data from “Needle 1, prescan VR” (P� .001)
(see figures A-L, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.
lww.com/MD2/A241 for illustration of the QQ-plots). Mean
prescan time for the IVR group was 38.6 (95% CI [14.4–62.8]),
37.0 (95% CI [15.8–58.2]), and 46.5 (95% CI [16.8–76.3])
seconds for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd PVC, respectively. For the
control group, mean prescan time for the same PVCs was 48.3
(95% CI [39.2–57.4)], 26.6 (95% CI [17.8–35.4]), and 42.3
5

(95% CI [27.8–56.7]) seconds, respectively. Mean tip tracking
time for the IVR group was 142.3 (95% CI [85.0–199.6]), 206.0
(95% CI [120.8–291.2]), and 208.2 (95% CI [85.6–330.8])
seconds for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd PVC, respectively. For the
control group, the mean tip tracking time for the same PVCs was
195.4 (95% CI [119.4–271.5]), 267.4 (95% CI [125.7–409.2]),
and 177.3 (95% CI [81.5–273.0]) seconds, respectively. No
significant differences in prescan and tip tracking times were
observed between the 2 groups (P> .05) (see table, Supplemental
Digital Content 2, http://links.lww.com/MD2/A242 for the
results of procedure time results). A bar graph including means
for the prescan and tip tracking times across all PVCs and
between both groups, measured in seconds, is illustrated in
Figure 4.

4. Discussion

This pilot study showed that IVR learning had a positive and
significant effect on US-guided PVC placements on a phantom
following the training. The IVR learning also had a significant
impact on the proportion of unnecessary surface punctures. No
significant difference in procedure time between the groups was
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observed. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to
explore the effect of IVR on US-guided PVC placement.
Skill acquisition through IVR has previously been demonstrat-

ed in a randomized controlled trial[20]: This study found that 40
surgical trainees’ ability to tie a single-handed reef knot improved
significantly after a 15-minute IVR lesson compared to after
watching a video demonstration and again after subsequent face-
to-face teaching with a blinded instructor. These results[20]

indicate that IVR training has a significantly higher impact on
learning efficacy than watching a video demonstration, and that
not even subsequent training with an instructor compensates for
the difference in ability. Although the article does not entirely fall
under the same field as this study, it is currently 1 of the most
comparable of the use of IVR in education.
It is important to acknowledge other educational tools in

teaching the US: A study on US-guided PVC placement
comparing face-to-face teaching, e-learning, and no specific
education found that face-to-face teaching resulted in the best
success rate scores and had the highest rating amongst the
included medical students (n=30).[27] Furthermore, improve-
ment in PVC placement was significantly higher after face-to-face
teaching compared to no education and trended towards
outperforming e-learning. These results suggest that blended
learning could be the preferred approach in a course on US-
guided PVC placement.
VR-simulated procedures have high repeatability, which

makes it easy for novices to practice a procedure several times
and learn from their mistakes in a safe environment. A large range
of IVR equipment is commercially available in the price range of
180–900 EUR. The cost of the HTC Vive head-mounted display
used in this study, including the controllers, was 500 EUR. The
future cost of software and license is estimated at 1000 EUR per
year for general use. Compared to other US simulation
equipment, this setup was relatively inexpensive, making it
feasible for a university to purchase materials for a larger setup
that enables more students to practice simultaneously, possibly
lowering expenses on instructors and equipment.
The internal validity of this study was increased using the same

IVR simulation and type of intervention phantom to assess each
participant. Resetting the setup between each participant by
changing the balloons that formed the vessels in the phantom
ensured that every participant had the same experience and that
the data collected were comparable. Using the same blinded
assessor for each evaluation minimized the risk of observation
bias.
An important limitation was the lack of further training in the

control group. A third group training on the phantom itself
would have increased the strength of our study and allowed us to
compare the effect of IVR training with that of another form of
training.
Recruiting students through the university’s internal commu-

nication platform might have entailed a risk of selection bias.
Students with interest in research or VR were more likely to
volunteer as participants, which might have led to a higher
proportion of successful cannulations overall and therefore
decreased the study’s external validity. However, any difference
in performance should be negligible since the proportion of
successful cannulations is expected to be higher, regardless of the
group. The risk of selection bias was further minimized by
blinding the participants.
Although the use of a standardized intervention phantom can

be beneficial in training novices and performing IVR simulations,
6

it is not comparable to a real patient in a clinical setting. Future
research within this subject should focus on optimizing the
method so that the entire process of PVC placement is covered
and includes identifying an appropriate anatomical site, creating
stasis, palpating a vein, disinfecting the area, etc. Another aspect
to investigate is the clinical potential of using IVR in a US-guided
PVC placement course. A randomized controlled study could
clarify the potential impact on patient care and economy when
healthcare professionals attend a course in US-guided PVC
placement using either IVR or conventional methods. Including
these factors would increase the clinical relevance, and the
method could then be used to teach PVC placement to the
relevant personnel such as ward nurses who are inexperienced in
the US.
In future research, a larger sample size from a broader

population (profession-wise) would increase the validity of the
results. Adding a third group with instructor-led training and a
more clinically relevant outcome, such as successful PVC
placements in actual patients would also increase the strength
of a future study.
5. Conclusion

This pilot study showed that adding an IVR-based training
simulation that focused on tip tracking skills to an existing e-
learning curriculum significantly increased the learning efficacy
for US-guided PVC placement for medical students: 73% of all
cannulations were successful in the intervention group, compared
to 22% in the control group. The proportion of surface punctures
was also significantly lower for the IVR group, but no significant
difference for procedure time was found between the groups.
As this was a pilot study with a small sample size of medical

students, further research is needed to clarify the clinical
implications of using IVR as a supplementary training tool
when teaching US-guided PVC placement. Further research
should include a larger and more generalizable study population
and a more clinically relevant outcome such as successful US-
guided PVC placements in patients.
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